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Protected by the chiral symmetry, three-dimensional chiral topological insulators are characterized by an
integer-valued topological invariant. How this invariant could emerge in physical observables is an important
question. Here, we show that the magnetoelectric polarization can identify the integer-valued invariant if we
gap the system without coating a quantum Hall layer on the surface. The quantized response is demonstrated
to be robust against weak perturbations. We also study the topological properties by adiabatically coupling
two nontrivial phases, and find that gapless states appear and are localized at the boundary region. Finally, an
experimental scheme is proposed to realize the Hamiltonian and measure the quantized response with ultracold
atoms in optical lattices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The periodic table of topological insulators (TIs) and
superconductors classifies topological phases of free fermions
according to the system symmetry and spatial dimensions
[1,2]. Notable examples include integer quantum Hall insulators breaking all those classification symmetries and the timereversal-invariant TIs protected by the time-reversal symmetry
[3–8]. Mathematically, these exotic states can be characterized
by various topological invariants. An interesting question
is how to relate these invariants to physical observables.
For integer quantum Hall insulators, the Chern number
(Z invariant) corresponds to the quantized Hall conductance
[9], while for the time-reversal-invariant TIs, the Z2 invariant
is associated with a quantized magnetoelectric effect in three
dimensions (3D) [10,11].
The 3D chiral TIs protected by the chiral symmetry [12,13]
are of particular interest as they are 3D TIs characterized by
a Z (instead of Z2 ) invariant and may be realized in ultracold
atomic gases with engineered spin-orbital coupling [14–16].
An experimental scheme was recently proposed to implement
a three-band chiral TI in an optical lattice [17]. For such 3D
chiral TIs, it is known that the topological magnetoelectric
effect should also arise, but in theory it captures only the
Z2 part of the Z invariant due to the gauge dependence of
the polarization in translationally invariant systems [12]. It is
thus an important question to find out how the Z character
could manifest itself in experiments. It was proposed in
Ref. [18] that the Z effect may become visible in certain
carefully engineered heterostructures, but the implementation
of such a heterostructure is experimentally challenging.
In this paper, we study the nontrivial Z character of the
chiral TI by exploring the adiabatic transition between two
nontrivial phases and by numerically simulating the magnetoelectric effect in a single phase. We show that not only the Z2
response but the Z character can be observed by gapping the
system without adding a quantum Hall layer on the surface, i.e.,
the ambiguity resulting from different terminations appears to
be avoidable in practice. Also, the quantized polarization is
demonstrated to be robust against small perturbations even in
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the absence of a perfect chiral symmetry. This observation
is important for experimental realization, because in a real
system the chiral symmetry is typically an approximate instead
of exact symmetry. Lastly, we propose an experimental scheme
to realize the Hamiltonian and probe the integrally quantized
response with cold atomic systems.
II. MODEL AND TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION

We first introduce a minimal lattice tight-binding model
for chiral topological insulators with the Hamiltonian in
 †
the momentum space given by H1 = k k H1 (k)k , where
k = (ak↑ ,ak↓ ,bk↑ ,bk↓ )T denotes fermionic annihilation operators with spins ↑,↓ on sublattices or orbitals a,b. In cold
atom systems, the pseudospins and orbitals can be represented
by different atomic internal states. The 4×4 Hamiltonian is
⎛

0

0

−iq0 + q3

⎜ 0
⎜
H1 (k) = ⎜
⎝iq0 + q3

0

q1 + iq2

q1 − iq2
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q1 + iq2

iq0 − q3

0

q1 − iq2

⎞

−iq0 − q3⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎠
0
0

(1)
where q0 = h + cos kx + cos ky + cos kz ,q1 = sin kx +δ,q2 =
sin ky ,q3 = sin kz , with h,δ being control parameters. The
lattice constant and tunneling energy are set to unity.
In real space, this Hamiltonian represents on-site and
nearest-neighbor hoppings and spin-flip hoppings between two orbitals in a simple cubic lattice. These
hoppings can be realized by two-photon Raman transitions in cold atoms [17,19–21]. The energy spectrum
for this Hamiltonian is E± (k) = ±[(sin kx + δ)2 + sin2 ky +
sin2 kz + (cos kx + cos ky + cos kz + h)2 ]1/2 , with twofold degeneracy at each k. For δ = 0, the system acquires timereversal symmetry T , particle-hole symmetry C, and chiral
symmetry S = T C, which can be explicitly seen as [13]
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T :
C:
S:

(2)
(σx ⊗ σy )[H1 (k)]∗ (σx ⊗ σy ) = H1 (−k),
(σy ⊗ σy )[H1 (k)]∗ (σy ⊗ σy ) = −H1 (−k), (3)
(σz ⊗ I2 )[H1 (k)](σz ⊗ I2 ) = −H1 (k),
(4)
©2015 American Physical Society
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with σi as Pauli matrices, and I2 as the 2×2 identity matrix.
When δ = 0, time-reversal and particle-hole symmetries are
explicitly broken, but the chiral symmetry survives.
The topological property of the Hamiltonian H1 (k) can
be characterized by the winding number  [1,13]. To define
the winding number, let usintroduce the Q matrix, Q(k) =
1 − 2P (k), where P (k) = f |uf (k)uf (k)| is the projector
onto the filled Bloch bands with wave vectors |uf (k). The
Q matrix can be brought into the block off-diagonal form

=

(b)

0

−3

FIG. 1. (Color online) The winding number  as a function of
the parameter h. The Hamiltonians are H1 (k) in (a) and H2 (k) in (b),
respectively. δ = 0.5 for both panels.
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dk  μρλ Tr[(b−1 ∂μ b)(b−1 ∂ρ b)(b−1 ∂λ b)], (5)
BZ

where  μρλ is the antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol and
∂μ b ≡ ∂kμ b(k). The Hamiltonian H1 (k) supports topological
phases with  = 1,−2. To obtain chiral TIs with arbitrary integer topological invariants, one can use the quaternion construction proposed in Ref. [22]. By considering
q = q0 + q1 i + q2 j + q3 k as a quaternion and raising to
a power, all Z topological phases can be realized by the
family of tight-binding Hamiltonians. By taking the quaternion
square, for example, one obtains q 2 = q02 − q12 − q22 − q32 +
2q0 q1 i + 2q0 q2 j + 2q0 q3 k, and we can therefore acquire an †
other tight-binding Hamiltonian H2 = k k H2 (k)k with
each component of q 2 replacing the respective components
q0 ,q1 ,q2 ,q3 in H1 (k). This second Hamiltonian H2 (k) contains
next-nearest-neighbor hopping terms. The winding number 
can be calculated numerically by discretizing the Brillouin
zone and replacing the integral by a discrete sum [22]. The
results are shown in Fig. 1 for both H1 (k) and H2 (k).
III. SURFACE STATES AND HETEROSTRUCTURE
OF NONTRIVIAL TOPOLOGICAL PHASES

By imposing an open boundary condition along the z
direction, and keeping the x and y directions in momentum
space, surface Dirac cones are formed for nontrivial topological phases. We find that the winding number coincides with
the total number of Dirac cones counted for all inequivalent
surface states (i.e., not counting the twofold degeneracy
for each band), which confirms explicitly the bulk-edge
correspondence (See Appendix A). A distinctive difference
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Coupling two topologically nontrivial
phases by varying the parameter h adiabatically from 0 to 2 along the
z direction. x and y directions are periodic. Sixty slabs are taken for
the z direction. (a) The energy dispersion for the lowest conduction
band and highest valence band. (b) and (c) show the surface states
near the respective Dirac points. The  point is displaced from the
center for a better display of the Dirac cones.

from the time-reversal invariant TI is that any number of Dirac
cones on the surface is protected by the chiral symmetry [12].
With an integer number of nontrivial phases, it is intriguing
to study the topological phase transition between two different
phases. A simple way to explore this is to adiabatically vary
h from one end to the other end of the sample. The parameter
h concerns the on-site tunneling strength between opposite
†
†
orbitals (a↑ b↑ and a↓ b↓ terms). This hopping can be realized
by a two-photon Raman process, and the strength h can be
controlled by the laser intensity [17]. Numerically, we vary h
in the form of h = 1 + tanh(z − Lz /2), where z denotes the
zth layer and Lz the total number of slabs along the z direction.
This form ensures that h changes adiabatically from 0 on one
end to 2 on the other end of the sample, so that it effectively
couples two nontrivial phases. For the Hamiltonian H1 , it
couples two topological phases with winding numbers  = −2
and  = 1. Similar to the interface between a topological
insulator and the trivial vacuum, a surface state should appear
at the interface. As shown in Fig. 2, three Dirac cones are
formed inside the band gap. In addition to the surface states
observed on both ends of the sample, a localized state is formed
at the interface between two topologically distinct regions.
These interface states are always present regardless of the
detailed structure of the interface. Even for sharp boundaries,
the interface states remain. The Dirac cone structure may be
probed through Bragg spectroscopy in cold atom experiments
[23,24].
The above heterostructure could be used to probe the
topological properties of the chiral TI, but it is experimentally
difficult to engineer such a heterostructure, especially in
cold atom systems. In Ref. [18], it was shown that the Z
character of the topological invariant could be seen in some
carefully engineered heterostructures. In the following, we
show that the Z topological invariant can be observed via
the magnetoelectric polarization in a single nontrivial phase
with a gapped surface. We further show that the detection will
be robust to realistic experimental perturbations and present
a feasible experimental scheme to observe the quantized
response.
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IV. MAGNETOELECTRIC EFFECT

The magnetoelectric effect is a remarkable manifestation of
the bulk nontrivial topology. The linear response of a TI to an
electromagnetic field can be described by the magnetoelectric
polarizability tensor as [11]
αij =

∂Pi
∂Bj

=
E=0

∂Mj
∂Ei

,

(6)

B=0

where E and B are the electric and magnetic field, P
and M are the polarization and magnetization. Unique to
topological insulators is a diagonal contribution to the tensor
e2
with αij = θ 2πh
δij . This is a peculiar phenomenon as an
electric polarization is induced when a magnetic field is applied
along the same direction [10]. This effect can be described by a
low-energy effective field theory in the Lagrangian as (c = 1)
L=θ

e2
B · E,
2π h

(7)

known as the “axion electrodynamics” term [11]. For timereversal-invariant TIs, an equivalent understanding will be a
surface Hall conductivity induced by the bulk magnetoelectric
coupling. When the time-reversal symmetry is broken on
the surface generating an insulator, a quantized surface Hall
conductance will be produced:
σH = θ

e2
,
2π h

(8)

where θ is quantized to be 0 or π to preserve the timereversal invariance [10]. θ = π corresponds to the nontrivial
time-reversal-invariant TI with a fractional quantum Hall
conductivity. The electric polarization can be understood
with Laughlin’s flux insertion argument [25]. A changing
magnetic field through the insulator induces an electric field
(by Faraday’s law), which together with the quantized Hall
conductivity will produce a transverse current and accumulate
charge around the magnetic flux tube at a rate proportional to
σH as Q = σH  [26].
A. Numerical results

Theoretically, chiral TIs are also predicted to have this
topological magnetoelectric effect [12,13]. The field theory
only captures the Z2 part of the integer winding number due
to the 2π periodicity of θ associated with a gauge freedom
in transitionally invariant systems. However, we numerically
show that the Z character can actually be observed by gapping
the system without adding a strong surface orbital magnetic
field. Apparently, this corresponds to a particular gauge such
that the Z character can be distilled from the polarization.
More concretely, we consider the chiral TI represented by
both Hamiltonians H1 (k) and H2 (k). A uniform magnetic
field is inserted through the chiral TI sample via the Landau
gauge A = Bx ŷ with a minimal coupling by replacing ky with
ky − e Bx. We keep x and y directions in momentum space,
and the z direction in real space with open boundaries and Lz
slabs. By taking a magnetic unit cell with N sites along the x
direction, the Hamiltonian can be partially Fourier transformed
to be a 4Lz ×N matrix for each kx and ky , with 4 taking into
account of spins ↑,↓ and orbitals a,b. For a unit magnetic cell
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with N lattice cells, the total magnetic flux through the unit
cell is quantized to be integer multiples of a full flux quantum
 = n0 = n he due to the periodic boundary condition along
the x direction, so the flux through a single lattice plaquette
is quantized to be /N. In the weak magnetic field limit, one
needs to take a large N . Besides the bulk Hamiltonian H1 (k) or
H2 (k), we also add a surface term to break the chiral symmetry
and open a gap on the surface,
HS =

†

Ŝ · ẑ j,kx ,ky (I2 ⊗ σz )j,kx ,ky ,

S

(9)

kx ,ky j ∈surf

where Ŝ represents the unit vector perpendicular to the surface
along z direction, so Ŝ · ẑ = 1 for the upper surface, and
Ŝ · ẑ = −1 for the lower surface. This term represents a surface
magnetization with a Zeeman coupling, creating a different
chemical potential for spins ↑ and ↓. It can be directly verified
that this surface term breaks the chiral symmetry S in Eq. (4).
As the surface becomes gapped, at half-filling, an increasing
uniform magnetic field accumulates charges on the surface via
the magnetoelectric coupling. In the weak magnetic field limit,
the charge accumulated on the surface is proportional to σH as
Q = σH  =

θ
ne.
2π

(10)

A priori, θ needs not be quantized. However, analogous to
the role played by time-reversal symmetry, chiral symmetry
pins down θ to be mπ with an integer value m [13]. The
fractional Hall conductivity, which cannot be removed by
surface manipulations, emerges when m is odd [10,12,27].
The integer part of σH , however, depends on the details of
the surface [10,11,28]. An intuitive picture is that the 2π
ambiguity in θ results from the freedom to coat an integer
quantum Hall layer on the surface, or equivalently to change
the chemical potential and hence the Landau level occupancy
of the surface in an orbital magnetic field. However, once
a fixed surface Hamiltonian is defined, the adiabatic change
in polarization associated with the increase in magnetic flux
does have a physical meaning. This ambiguity can be avoided
in cold atom systems, where the precise Hamiltonian can be
engineered, allowing a direct link between the winding number
 and the charge accumulation rate θ/2π .
Numerical results in Fig. 3 show that  = θ/π , which
reveals that the magnetoelectric polarization is a direct indication of the nontrivial bulk topological phase characterized
by the integer winding number. To gain some intuition for
why in our Hamiltonian, the value  = θ/π is observed,
consider how a Zeeman term and an orbital magnetic term
produce different quantum Hall effects for a Dirac fermion:
the latter leads to Landau levels with many intervening gaps
and a chemical-potential dependence of the Hall effect, while
the former leads to a single gap and only one value of the
Hall effect. The surface term (9) apparently acts more like a
Zeeman field in leading to a single gap and a unique value of
the magnetoelectric effect. We have confirmed this intuition
by adding a strong orbital magnetic field in a single-layer
Hamiltonian H1 (k) (see Appendix B). Landau-level-like bands
are formed, and the charge accumulation rate is changed by an
integer value by varying the chemical potential.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Charge Q accumulated on the surface in the z direction due to a uniform magnetic field with total flux  at
kx = ky = 0. N = 199,Lz = 20 for all three panels. (a) and (b) consider the perturbative effect of an intra-site nearest neighbor hopping.
(c) adds a random on-site potential characterized by rp . The insets show the charge density at  = 30 without perturbations, and a closeup
for the slope. The parameters in each panel are (a) Hamiltonian H1 (k) with h = 2,δ = 0.5, S = 1, = 1; (b) Hamiltonian H2 (k) with
h = 0,δ = 0, S = 1, = −4; (c) Hamiltonian H1 (k) with h = 2,δ = 0, S = 1, = 1. In all panels, the accumulated charge Q is relative to
the case when  = 0 and is summed over all particle species for the upper half of the sample at half-fillings.

B. Robustness to perturbations

In real physical systems, the chiral symmetry may not be
strictly observed. We therefore consider the effect of weak
perturbations to the charge quantization. A natural term to add
is an intrasite nearest-neighbor hopping term:
Hp (k) =

p (cos kx

+ cos ky + cos kz )I4 .

(11)

This term breaks the chiral symmetry and permits nearestneighbor hoppings within the same sublattice. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show the charge accumulation on the surface with increasing magnetic field for various strengths of perturbations.
The quantized slope is indeed robust to small perturbations in
the limit of weak magnetic field. Figure 3(c) takes into account
of random on-site potential with various perturbing strengths,
and it again shows the robustness of the topological effect. This
includes the effect of a weak harmonic trap typically present
in cold atom systems. Note that strong perturbations destroy
the topological phase. We also performed similar calculations
by squeezing the entire uniform magnetic field into a single
flux tube with open boundaries. It shows the same linear
relationship between the surface charge accumulation and
the magnetic flux. This indicates the uniformity of magnetic
field is not crucial to observe the topological magnetoelectric
polarization, which may be an advantage to experimental
realization.
V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
AND DETECTION

In this section, we present more details on the implementation scheme with ultracold atoms. In Ref. [17], an experimental
proposal for a three-band chiral TI was put forward. The
realization scheme for the four-band Hamiltonian studied here
will be similar, with the atomic internal states representing the
spin and orbital degrees of freedom. In the previous sections,
we studied two Hamiltonians H1 (k) and H2 (k). The latter
involves next-nearest-neighbor hopping terms, which will be
very challenging for experiment to engineer. In the following,
we demonstrate, however, that the implementation of H1 (k) is

possible with current technologies. H1 (k) supports topological
phases with index  = 0,1,−2. It would be very exciting
if experiment could simulate H1 (k) and probe its nontrivial
topological properties via magnetoelectric polarization.
The Hamiltonian H1 (k) was written in momentum space
in Sec. II. The real space equivalent can be expressed as (for
simplicity, we take h = 0, δ = 0)
H1 =

Hrx + Hry + Hrz ,
r
†

†

†

†

†

†

†

†

Hrx = − i/2(a↑,r+x + a↓,r+x )(b↑,r + b↓,r )
− i/2(a↑,r−x − a↓,r−x )(b↑,r − b↓,r ) + H.c.,
Hry = − i/2(a↑,r+y + ia↓,r+y )(b↑,r − ib↓,r )
− i/2(a↑,r−y − ia↓,r−y )(b↑,r + ib↓,r ) + H.c.,
†

†

Hrz = − ia↑,r+z b↑,r − ia↓,r−z b↓,r + H.c.,
where x,y,z represents a unit vector along the x,y,z directions
of the cubic lattice, and aσ,r (bσ,r ) denotes the annihilation
operator of the fermionic mode at the a (b) orbital and site r
with the spin state σ . Basically, all terms in the Hamiltonian
are some spin superpositions from one orbital hopping to
another orbital. In the following, we take the fermionic
species 6 Li, for instance, to illustrate the implementation
scheme. Other fermionic atoms can also be used with suitable
atomic levels. We make use of four internal states of the
hyperfine ground state manifold to carry two pseudospins and
two orbitals as depicted in Fig. 4(a). On top of the cubic
optical lattice, a linear tilt is assumed along each direction
to break the left-right symmetry as does the Hamiltonian
[Fig. 4(b)]. This linear tilt can be accomplished with the
natural gravitational field, the magnetic field gradient, or
the gradient of a dc- or ac-Stark shift [17,19–21]. The
hopping between orbitals can be activated by two-photon
Raman transitions. Here, we show how to get the first
†
†
term in the Hamiltonian Hrx , which is −i/2(a↑,r+x +a↓,r+x )
(b↑,r + b↓,r ). Every other terms are of similar forms and can be
likewise laser-induced. We may decompose it to four separate
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematics to realize the Hamiltonian H1 with cold atoms. (a) Atomic level structure of 6 Li and the four internal
states used to represent the spin and orbital degrees of freedom. (b) The optical lattice is tilted with a homogeneous energy gradient along each
direction. (c) Laser configurations to create the first term in Hrx . The superscript on each Rabi frequency denotes the polarization of the beam.

hoppings from b states at site r to a states at site r + x. As
shown in Fig. 4(c), each of the hopping terms can be induced
by a Raman pair:
†

−

†

(π↑ ,π ) → − 2i a↑,r+x b↑,r , (σ ,π )→ − 2i a↓,r+x b↑,r ,
+

†

†

(σ ,π ) → − 2i a↑,r+x b↓,r , (π↓ ,π ) → − 2i a↓,r+x b↓,r .
The superscript on each Rabi frequency denotes the polarization of the respective beam. The relative phase and amplitude
of the hoppings can be controlled by the laser beams. We
−
+
have four free parameters here, π↑ ,σ ,σ ,π↓ , each of
which can be adjusted individually to yield the required
configuration. These degrees of freedom ensure all other terms
in the Hamiltonian can be produced in a similar way. One
important aspect we need to be careful is that no spurious
terms will be generated with undesired laser coupling. This
is guaranteed by energy matching and polarization selection
rules. In the undressed atomic basis, all four internal states are
at different energies (split by a magnetic field for example), so
the four beams coupling b states to the excited states will not
interfere with each other. In addition, the different detunings
along each direction, x,y,z , preempt the interference of beams
that induce hoppings along different directions. There will be,
however, some on-site spin-flipping terms induced by the laser
beams, but those can be explicitly compensated by some r.f.
fields.
The above scheme is hence able to engineer the Hamiltonian
H1 and is feasible with current technologies. The actual
experiment will be challenging since many laser beams are
involved with careful detunings. Nonetheless, all these beams
can be drawn from the same laser with small frequency
shifts produced by an acoustic or electric optical modulator.
The uniform orbital magnetic field required to observe the
topological polarization can be imprinted from the phase
of the laser beams as an artificial gauge field [17,19–21].
Lastly, the gap opening term in Eq. (9) can be created by
extra laser beams focused on the surfaces, producing an
effective Zeeman splitting. Other gap opening mechanisms
on the surface should also work since the magnetoelectric
polarization is a bulk effect. The accumulated charge will be
detectable from atomic density measurements [29–32]. Note
that the density measurements do not need to be restricted to
the surfaces, as a measurement for half of the sample produces
good results, as shown in Fig. 3. One half of the sample can
be removed to another state by shining a laser beam. The

density on the other half of the sample can in turn be measured
by time-of-flight imaging [32]. As we have demonstrated in
the previous section, the charge quantization is very robust
to perturbations, so any weak perturbations introduced to the
Hamiltonian, even those breaking the chiral symmetry in the
bulk, should not alter detection results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we study the Z character of chiral topological
insulators by simulating the quantized magnetoelectric effect
of a nontrivial phase. We show that the Z character, not
only the Z2 part, can be observed through magnetoelectric
polarization by properly gapping the system. An experimental
scheme is also proposed for implementation and detection with
cold atoms. This demonstrates explicitly how the topological
invariant appears in physical observables for chiral TIs and
will be important for experimental characterization.
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APPENDIX A: BULK-EDGE CORRESPONDENCE

The bulk edge correspondence tells us that the bulk topological index should have a surface manifestation, typically
through the number of gapless Dirac cones on the surface.
This is generally verified for lower topological index, such as
1 or 2. By imposing an open boundary condition along the z
direction for chiral topological insulators of different index, we
find that the winding number corresponds to the total number
of Dirac cones counted for all inequivalent surface states (i.e.,
not counting degeneracies).
Following Ref. [22] to take a quaternion power n, we can
generalize the Hamiltonians in the main text from H1 (k) and
H2 (k) to Hn (k). For the Hamiltonian H1 (k) (i.e., n = 1),
when h = 2, the winding number  = 1 guarantees the
existence of 1 Dirac cone [Fig. 5(a)]. For the Hamiltonian
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Spectrum for the surface states showing the number of Dirac cones. The upper panels in (a) and (b) show the lowest
conduction and highest valence band. The lower panels show the next two bands closest to the Fermi energy. (a) For H1 (k), h = 2,δ = 0.5
with winding number  = 1 and 1 Dirac cone. (b) For H2 (k), h = 0,δ = 0 with winding number  = 4 and 4 Dirac cones in total. The  point
is displaced from the center for better display of the Dirac cones.

H2 (k) (i.e., n = 2), when h = 0, the winding number is
 = 4. So there are two inequivalent surface states on
each surface with two Dirac cones each [Fig. 5(b)]. In
general, we have m inequivalent surface states with 1 Dirac
cone each for n = m,1 < |h| < 3, = m, and m inequivalent
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surface states with 2 Dirac cones each for n = m,−1 <
h < 1, = 2m. These have been explicitly verified up to
n = 3. Hence, the winding number  does correspond to
the total number of Dirac cones for all inequivalent surface
states.
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APPENDIX B: SURFACE ORBITAL FIELD
AND INTEGER QUANTUM HALL LAYERS

The 2π periodicity of the θ term is mathematically related
to the gauge freedom in the low-energy effective field theory.
Physically, it is associated with the freedom to coat an integer
quantum Hall layer on the surface, or equivalently to change
the chemical potential and hence the Landau level occupancy
of the surface in an orbital magnetic field. Here, we numerically
verify this physical intuition. To do that, we consider a single
layer of the Hamiltonian H1 (k), so the z component drops out.
A strong uniform orbital field is added to the layer via Peierls
substitution with the Landau gauge A = Bx ŷ. Ba 2 = 13 0 ,
where a is the lattice constant, and 0 is the flux quantum.
For the Hofstadter Hamiltonian, this strong orbital field will
produce three gapped Landau levels. Here, a similar structure
is developed as shown in Fig. 6(a). There are six bands with
the middle two bands gapless. The extra number of bands
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